BLINKY BILL'S ABC BOOK

By Dorothy Wall
Mrs. Koala has just told her son Blinky Bill she’s sending him to school to learn his A.B.C. whether he likes it or not.

“There’s no sense in taming bull ants all day long,” she growled, “that’ll get you nowhere.”

“I’m going to have a circus someday and I won’t go to school.” Blinky growled back.
A

IS FOR ANT
WHO'S NOT SO FIERCE YOU SEE

B

IS FOR BLINKY
AS HE READS HIS "A.B.C."
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C is for CANOE
WHICH BLINKY PADDLES
TO AND FRO

D is for DIG
TO MAKE YOUR GARDEN GROW
E is for ELF
LOOKING VERY BRIGHT

F is for FAIRY
WHO'S GOING TO GET A FRIGHT
G is for Goblin

Playing hide and seek

H is for Home

Where Blinky has a peek
I is for Ice
Where Blinky has a spill

J is for Jump
“Oh isn’t it a thrill!”
K is for Kookaburra
whose laugh is full of fun

L is for Locust
sitting in the sun
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M is for Mother
Hunting Blinky with a Stick

N is for Nutsy
Who has found some flowers to pick
O is for Owl
A night bird is he

P is for Puddle
Which means trouble
As you'll see
Q

IS FOR QUESTION
THE ANSWER WE DON'T KNOW

R

IS FOR RUN
YOU SHOULD SEE BLINKY GO
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S IS FOR SWING
UPON A TREE SO HIGH

T IS FOR TUMBLE
BUT BLINKY DOESN’T CRY
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U
IS FOR UP
AS BLINKY BOUNCES IN THE AIR

V
IS FOR VOICE
AS HE SINGS WITHOUT A CARE
W is the whiskers Blinky puts upon his face

X is to explore a brand new hiding place
Y
IS FOR YODEL
A HAPPY LITTLE SONG

Z
IS FOR ZIP
AS HE PLAYS THE WHOLE DAY LONG
_AND NOW IT IS PLAYTIME, AND BLINKY IS OUT PLAYING HIS FAVOURITE GAME_ _THEN, BACK TO HIS LESSONS._